
 
 

SCHOLARSHIP SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITY 

Introducing Miami Young Artists Collective, a project of Font Squared 

 

Modeled after an artist residency program, Miami Young Artists Collective is designed for high              

school students and facilitated by four unique, practicing visual artists with diverse backgrounds             

in fine arts, graphic design, digital arts, and AP portfolio. (For details, visit             

www.fontsquared.org/facilitators.) 

 

MYAC offers a refreshing approach to artist development, addressing each young artist's            

individual needs and interests in an experience of discovery through materials and techniques,             

navigating towards developing a voice, a practice, and a focus. The five week journey culminates               

in the curatorial experience of mounting a group show for public viewing.  

 

This isn’t art classes and this isn’t an afterschool care program; MYAC affords serious young               

people an opportunity to experience studio life as a professional artist. We build confidence in               

the young artists as they develop a voice, a visual vocabulary, and a discipline that supports a                 

career in the arts. We are also building community, as past cohorts will be invited back to                 

mentor subsequent groups, growing a network of resources for Miami’s young and emerging             

artists.  

 

By partnering with Font Squared and MYAC, you create opportunities for Miami’s most creative,              

innovative, and promising young artists to participate in this one of a kind program.  

 

Each session has space for 10 students; tuition is $500 per participant, for a 5 week, immersive                 

experience facilitated by all four of our teaching artists. The program includes 2 hours of guided                

artmaking on Saturdays and 2 hours of supervised, open studio time on Thursday evenings. The               

fifth week involves curating and installing an exhibition for public viewing. We’re asking for your               

partnership to support one or more scholarships at $500 per participant.  

 

In return, your company will receive partner recognition on all program collateral (print and              

digital). We will share an email and social media posts featuring your participation as a               

scholarship provider and keep your name/logo on our website in perpetuity as a scholarship              

provider. We will also provide an opportunity to speak at the opening reception for the               

culminating group show.  
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Through the Miami Young Artists Collective five week program, with your support, these             

promising young artists will hone technical and expressive skills and develop the confidence it              

takes to pursue their own creativity. They’ll also develop a voice and vision that will serve them                 

in their personal and professional lives for years to come. 

 

For more information on MYAC and partnership opportunities, contact Jean and Ignacio Font at              

team@fontsquared.org or visit our website at fontsquared.org/about-myac. 

 

 

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS 

$500 - one artist for one 5 week session 

$1000 - two artists for one 5 week session  (together or across 2 different sessions) 

$5000 - five artists for one 5 week session (together as a group or across 5 different sessions) 

 

$1000 in-kind value - Venue / gallery partnership provides opportunity to host the end of               

session exhibition featuring the works developed during a recent session by participating artists. 

 

BENEFITS 

Partner recognition on all program collateral (print and digital) 

Emali and social media posts featuring your participation as a scholarship provider 

Name/logo on our website in perpetuity as a scholarship provider 

An opportunity to speak at the opening reception for the culminating group show 

 

CONTACT US TODAY at team@fontsquared.org 

----------------------------------------------- 

Font Squared is registered for Charitable Solicitation with the Florida Department of Agriculture and              

Consumer Services. Diaspora Vibe Cultural Arts Incubator is our fiscal agent as a registered 501(c)3               

organization. 

 

 

Many thanks to our Fiscal Sponsor Diaspora Vibe Cultural Arts Incubator 

Learn more about the organization at www.dvcai.org 
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